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About This Document 
This guide illustrates how to install a Guest VM using the new APN 6.1 GA feature, Service 
Chaining UI. This guide will walk the user through how to install the Guest VM software and 
access the console port for configuration of the Guest VM, as well as discuss supported 
topologies. 

 

My Oracle Support 

My Oracle Support (https://support.oracle.com) is your initial point of contact for all product 
support and training needs. A representative at Customer Access Support (CAS) can assist 
you with My Oracle Support registration.  

Call the CAS main number at 1-800-223-1711 (toll-free in the US), or call the Oracle Support 
hotline for your local country from the list at 
http://www.oracle.com/us/support/contact/index.html. When calling, make the selections in the 
sequence shown below on the Support telephone menu:  

1. Select 2 for New Service Request.  

2. Select 3 for Hardware, Networking, and Solaris Operating System Support.  

https://support.oracle.com/
http://www.oracle.com/us/support/contact/index.html


3. Select one of the following options:  

 For technical issues such as creating a new Service Request (SR), select 1.  

 For non-technical issues such as registration or assistance with My Oracle 
Support, select 2.  

You are connected to a live agent who can assist you with My Oracle Support registration and 
opening a support ticket.  

My Oracle Support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.  

Emergency Response 

In the event of a critical service situation, emergency response is offered by the Customer 
Access Support (CAS) main number at 1-800-223-1711 (toll-free in the US), or call the Oracle 
Support hotline for your local country from the list at 
http://www.oracle.com/us/support/contact/index.html. The emergency response provides 
immediate coverage, automatic escalation, and other features to ensure that the critical 
situation is resolved as rapidly as possible.  

A critical situation is defined as a problem with the installed equipment that severely affects 
service, traffic, or maintenance capabilities, and requires immediate corrective action. Critical 
situations affect service and/or system operation resulting in one or several of these situations:  

 A total system failure that results in loss of all transaction processing capability  

http://www.oracle.com/us/support/contact/index.html


 Significant reduction in system capacity or traffic handling capability  

 Loss of the system's ability to perform automatic system reconfiguration  

 Inability to restart a processor or the system  

 Corruption of system databases that requires service affecting corrective actions  

 Loss of access for maintenance or recovery operations  

 Loss of the system ability to provide any required critical or major trouble notification  

Any other problem severely affecting service, capacity/traffic, billing, and maintenance 
capabilities may be defined as critical by prior discussion and agreement with Oracle.  

Locate Product Documentation on the Oracle Help Center Site 

Oracle Communications customer documentation is available on the web at the Oracle Help 
Center (OHC) site, http://docs.oracle.com. You do not have to register to access these 
documents. Viewing these files requires Adobe Acrobat Reader, which can be downloaded at 
http://www.adobe.com.  

1. Access the Oracle Help Center site at http://docs.oracle.com.  

2. Click Industries.  

3. Click the Oracle Communications link.  

http://docs.oracle.com/
http://www.adobe.com/
http://docs.oracle.com/


Under the SD-WAN header, select a product.  

4. Select the Release Number.  

A list of the entire documentation set for the selected product and release appears.  

5. To download a file to your location, right-click the PDF link, select Save target as (or 
similar command based on your browser), and save to a local folder.  
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Talari Service Chaining UI 

Overview 

Talari supports Service Chaining on the E100 platforms in the latest APN software release. 
This capability has been expanded to allow the installation of the Guest VM from the Talari 
web UI. Moving forward, it is recommended to use the most current APN software release for 
Service Chaining. This guide covers the installation of the Guest VM. Each Guest VM has a 
different configuration method that is not included in this guide, however, gaining access to the 
console interface of the Guest VM will be included as a first step to configuring the Guest VM. 
Once console access is provided, the user can configure web access to the Guest VM for 
further configuration through the Guest VM web interface. 

Currently, the supported Guest VMs include pfSense and Palo Alto. 

The Talari Application will operate in native mode while the Guest VM will run in the KVM Linux 
space. Understanding the supported topologies is important prior to installing the Guest VM. 
The next section will provide an overview of the topologies and recommendations on 
deployment scenarios. 

The supported Guest VMs will require an image for the KVM environment (qcow, qcow2) 
which the user will get from the vendor. Secondly, the user will need an XML configuration file 
for the Guest VM. The XML file that will be provided from Talari Networks is available on the 
Talari Support Portal section of our website. The XML configuration file will include the RAM, 
disk, and VCPU required for the Guest VM. The properties of this file should not be changed 
without consulting a Talari Representative. 

Note: The pfSense qcow2 image must be a bootable image. 

Supported Topologies and Recommendations 

The supported topologies of the Guest VM include the options to install the Guest VM on the 
LAN side or WAN side of the Talari Application. There are design considerations and 
recommendations that pertain to each design which are outlined below: 

 What services is the Guest VM providing? 

 Does the Guest VM need to see the user native traffic prior to the Talari Application? 

 If the Talari Application receives the traffic first and the destination is another site with 
a Talari, the traffic will be Talari encapsulated. 

 Talari topologies - Router Mode (L3) or Inline Mode (L2). 
o Router Mode is Fail-To-Block (FTB): 

 Traffic is blocked if the Talari Service or Guest VM is down. 
 More secure solution when using a Firewall as the Guest VM. 

o Inline Mode is Fail-To-Wire (FTW): 
 Traffic will flow through the Talari Appliance. 
 This may pose a potential security issue for certain users. 

Note: Traffic flowing through the Appliance while in FTW mode is still being tested as of the 
time this document was compiled. 

 Guest VM configuration is supported on the E100 bypass segments only. 

 Guest VM configuration is independent of the Talari configuration. 
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o If the VM is WAN side – Talari would use the Guest VM IP as a gateway. 
 When using Internet Explorer, the image size cannot exceed 4GB (use sparse image). 

 After installation of the image and XML files, the system will need to restart the 
networking process to configure the network interfaces and routing table 
properly (Management Interface and Management bridge group). 

 The user should have a console connected to the E100 when enabling the 
Service Chaining feature. 

 The Talari Service must be disabled to install the Guest VM. 

Talari E100 with WAN side Guest VM (Firewall) 

This topology has the Talari E100 with the Guest VM on the WAN side of the Talari 
Application. The topology will be similar to Figure 1, depending on the selected configuration 
within the Talari installation page. 

Figure 1 

In this topology example, traffic from the physical LAN port 1 is received by the Talari 
Application prior to the Guest VM. The user must understand what function the Guest VM is 
performing, as the Talari Application will encapsulate any traffic destined for another Talari site. 
Because the Talari Application encapsulates Talari site-to-site traffic, the Guest VM can 
provide Firewall services. This may include security for Internet traffic, as well as Firewall 
services for Talari Conduit traffic. The traffic is then mapped out port 2 of the Talari Appliance. 
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Talari E100 with LAN side Guest VM (Firewall) 

This topology has the Talari E100 with the Guest VM on the LAN side of the Talari Application. 
The topology will be similar to Figure 2, depending on the selected configuration within the 
Talari installation page. 

Figure 2 

In this topology example, traffic from the physical LAN port 1 is received by the Guest VM prior 
to the Talari Application. The user must understand what function the Guest VM is performing, 
and configure the Guest VM appropriately. Once the Talari Application receives the user traffic, 
it will encapsulate any traffic destined for another Talari site into the Talari Conduit. The user 
may then also use other Talari services for non-Conduit traffic, such as Internet, Intranet, etc. 
The traffic is then mapped out port 2 of the Talari Appliance. 
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Guest VM Installation Process 

The process to install the Guest VM is defined by the following steps once a topology decision 
has been made. 

 Login into the Talari E100 Appliance and ensure the Talari service has been disabled. 
If not, disable the Talari service through Manage Network > Service/WAN Links. 

 Proceed to Integrate > Service Chaining. 

 Select the VM type to be used. 

 Select WAN or LAN side topology and physical Talari interface to be used 
to communicate with the Guest VM. 

 Upload the qcow or qcow2 image. 

 Upload the XML configuration file. 

 Select Install. 

 The Guest VM should now be installed and running. Proceed to the next section for 
directions on establishing Guest VM console access in order to configure the Guest VM. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 

Note: The XML file is provided by Talari Networks and can be downloaded. The file has basic 
properties that are proven to work with the supported Guest VMs. The MAC addresses used 
are locally administered addresses. The CPU and memory are configured per Guest VM 
requirements. Please consult a Talari Representative for any required changes to these 
properties. 
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Once the VM has been successfully installed, the user will see a row resembling Figure 4 in 
the VM Management section and the status should say “running”. At this point, the user has 
the option to Restart, Shutdown, or Uninstall the VM. The installation process will also notify 
the user that connectivity to the management interface maybe lost while the Guest VM is being 
activated. 

 

Figure 4 

The user may now enable the Talari Service under Manage Network > Service > Enable. 

Guest VM Configuration 

Now that the Guest VM is up and operational, the user must configure it. Steps to gain access 
to the console interface are as follows. 

 SSH into the E100 using an X Windows interface, such as X11 forwarding, entering 
the credentials: 

o Username: talariuser 
o Password: talari 

 Issue the command vncviewer 
Note: The Guest VM must be running for this step to work as expected. 

 The VNC Viewer popup window will now appear. Hit enter. The user should now have 
a terminal window for the Guest VM. 
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Figure 5 

The user may now configure the Guest VM based on the instruction provided by the specific 
vendor. Below are some basic instructions for the vendors that are currently supported. These 
instructions are to provide management access to the Guest VMs only. 

pfSense 

Once the console to the pfSense Firewall is available, use the shell console displayed in 
Figure 6 for network configuration. The pfSense version 2.3 was used for verification. 

 

Figure 6 

The user should configure an IP address for the Guest VM. This guide uses the MGT (opt1) 
interface on the pfSense Firewall, but you may also use the LAN interface if desired. 

To assign an IP address, select option 2. You may verify the MAC addresses assigned to the 
logical port via option 1, as well as with the sudo /sbin/ifconfig command on the Talari. 

Once an IP address has been assigned, you may also define a gateway for the MGT (opt1) 
interface from the shell using option 8 from the menu. This command will add a route into the 
route table for initial off subnet access to the web console of the pfSense interface, similar to 
the following example (Subnet: 192.160.0.0/16, Gateway: 192.168.44.1). 

 Route add -net 192.168.0.0/16 192.168.44.1 

The MGT (opt1) interface blocks all traffic by default, so you must allow traffic for the initial 
configuration. When using option 8, the user should enter the following commands. 

echo pass in on vtnet0 all >> /tmp/rules.debug  

echo pass out on vtnet0 all >> /tmp/rules.debug  

pfctl -F all -f /tmp/rules.debug 
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Verify connectivity with the ping command to the MGT IP address, and if successful, you 
should now have access to the GUI of the pfSense Firewall. 

Within the GUI, the user must configure and save rules before rebooting pfSense. Otherwise, 
access to the pfSense GUI will be lost if using the MGT (opt1) interface for Management 
access. 

Palo Alto 

Once the console to the Palo Alto Firewall is available (VM models for KVM), use the 
command line interface displayed in Figure 7 for network configuration. The Palo Alto version 
7.1.0 was used for verification, but Talari recommends using the 8.0 software release as this 
provide an increase in performance. The configuration of the Palo Alto next generation firewall 
consists of policies to allow only Talari conduit traffic as well as Internet traffic. 

 

Figure 7 

Configure the management IP address, gateway and DNS information. Once in configuration 
mode, apply commands similar to the examples below and commit the changes. 

admin@PA-VM>configure 

admin@PA-VM#show (to view the current configuration). 
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admin@PA-VM# set deviceconfig system ip-address 1.1.1.1 netmask 255.255.255.0 
default-gateway 1.1.1.5 dns-setting servers primary 1.1.1.50 

IP address - 1.1.1.1  

Gateway - 1.1.1.5  

DNS server - 1.1.1.50 

admin@PA-VM#commit (which allows the change to take effect). 

admin@PA-VM#exit 

admin@PA-VM>ping host 1.1.1.100 (a host on the external LAN network). 

Note: When installing with version 8.0 software, make sure DHCP is disabled on the 
management interface – in configuration mode: set deviceconfig system type static  

Once you have verified an external host is reachable, use the GUI interface of the Palo Alto to 
complete the configuration. 

Summary 

The Service Chaining UI capability of the E100 Appliance allows flexibility at branch locations 
that Talari Networks has not offered in the past. As Talari Networks moves forward with this 
solution, the number of Guest VMs supported will be expanded. Any feedback on supported 
Guest VMs is welcome as the user becomes familiar with this new feature. 
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Appendix A: Configure PuTTY and Xming for Guest 
VM Access on Windows 

For initial Guest VM configuration, the user must SSH to the host E100 using an X Windows 
interface. On a Windows workstation, the user can use PuTTY in combination with Xming for 
this purpose. 

PuTTY can be downloaded from 
https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/latest.html.  

Xming can be downloaded from https://sourceforge.net/projects/xming/files/Xming/.  

Configure Xming 

After installing Xming, run the application “XLaunch”. Go through the configuration dialogue 
and confirm that XLaunch is configured as shown below: 

 

https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/latest.html.
https://sourceforge.net/projects/xming/files/Xming/
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Click Finish to start Xming. 

You may also 'Save configuration' for re-use (run automatically or alter via -load option). 

Save configuration Include PUTTY Password as insecure clear text 

 

 

< Badc  =Maks  Help 
 

 
XFinish configuration 

Configuration complete 

Choose whether to save your settings to an XML file. 
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On the final screen on the configuration dialogue, save the configuration for future use before 
c l i c k i n g  “ F i n i s h ” :  



 g PuTTY Configuration 

Category: 
3 . Session 

. Logging 

8 Terminal 

Keyboard 

. Bell  

Features 

O Window  

Appearance  

Behaviour  

Translation  

Selection  

Colours 

O Connection 

Data  

Proxy 

Telnet 

Rlogin 

O SSH 

Serial 

_...eserms 

Basic options for your PuTlY session 

Specify the destination you want to conned to 

Host Name (or IP address) Pod  

192.168.33.64 22 

Connection type: 

C Ra.A. Telnet ' Rlogin o. SSH () Serial 

Load. save or delete a stored session 

Saved Sessions  

SVC-CH1 

 

L o a d   

S a v e  

 

 

 
Close window on St: 

always (I) Never Only on clean exit 

Open Cancel 
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Configure PuTTY 

After installing PuTTY, launch the application and configure as shown below. 

Replace the example IP with the management IP of the host E100: 
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PuTTY Configur 

Category: 

13-Session 

Logging 

8-Terminal  

Keyboard  

Bell  

Features 

Window 

Appearance  

Behaviour  

Translation  

Selection  

Colours 

LI Connection  

Data  

Proxy  

Telnet  

Ftlogin 

1:73- SSH 

Serial 

About 

Options oordroling PuTTYs window 

Set the size of the window 

Columns Rows 

120 50 

When window is resized: 

0 Change the number of rows and columns 

Change the size of the font 

Change font size only when maximised 

Forbid resizing completely 

Control the scrollback in the window 

Lines of scrollback 2000  

.E/ Display scrollbar 

 Display scrollbar in full screen mode  

DReset scrollback on keypress 

Reset scrollback on display activity 

Push erased text into scrollback 

Open Cancel 

PuTTY  Con f i gur a t i onn_ 

Ca t egor y :  

 

 
 
- Session Data to send to the server   

Logging Login details   
1:1:: Terminal       

Auto-login usemame talariuser   Keyboard     
  Bell Wren usemame is not specified:   

  Features (0:, Prompt Use system usemame (talari)   
B. Window     

  Appearance Terminal details   
  Behaviour Terminal type string >item   

  
Translation 

      Selection   Terminal speeds 32400.38400   

Environment variables 
    Colours   

Connection 
      

      Venable Add 
Data 

  Prow  

Telnet 
      Value 

Remove 
  

  Ftlogin       
O SSH       

Serial       
 

Abort Open Cancel 
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Expand the SSH menu in the sidebar to find X11 options. Enable X11 forwarding and set the X 
display location to localhost:0.0. 

 

Open the SSH connection to the host E100 and proceed with Guest VM configuration 
as outlined on pages 6 and 7. 



 


